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KEY POINTS
MyLabourMarket tool has been
piloted in Slovenia

MyLabourMarket piloting takes place

Work continues to iterate MLM
for the next round of piloting

Our first post-Covid face-to-face in
Sciences Po, France

Two successful F2F meetings
and regular group meetings
via Zoom

As the HECAT project nears its most exciting stages, testing
has begun on our tool MyLabourMarket. Based on intitial
work from our sociology teams, our technical partners have
been hard at work getting MyLabourMarket piloting ready.
Testing took place in September 2022, led by consortium
members from Roskilde University and assisted by fellow
project members from across the cohort. Based on findings
reported, iterations are currently being confirmed and
carried out before the tool is re-piloted in early 2023. 

As the world reopened, our consortium
took the opportunity to step outside of
Zoom and meet in France. The team
visited Sciences Po, Paris where we
shared a productive 2 days of
collaboration and learning. 

Another successful in-person meet
up in Slovenia
We followed our French F2F with our next
consortium meeting, hosted by our
Slovenian partners in Ljubljana. Here, we
again took the opportunities granted to
us in person to work on our project
offerings together. 

HECAT related work has been
accepted and presented at
conferences across Europe
Consortium members continue
to publish in international
journals

Thie project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation
program under grant number 870702.
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Talks and Events

HECAT was represented across a number of high-
level conferences in 2022. These included:

2022 also saw exciting publications for some of
our consortium members. 

Alizée Delpierre of Sciences Po published her
first book: Servier les Riches based on her PhD
work. She additionally contributed to work on
jobsearch which was published in Sociologie Du
Travail with fellow consortium member Didier
Demazière.

Zach Roche and Ray Griffin of SETU further
published Activation Through Marketisation as a
Process of Ignorancing in Social Policy
Administration.

Featured Publications

Sociological Association of Ireland, Limerick, May 

Street-level Bureaucracy, Copenhagen, June 

European Group for Organizational Studies (EGOS),
Vienna, July 

European Association for the Study of Science and
Technology (EASST), Madrid, July 

17th European Congress on Psychology, Ljubljana,
July 

European Network For Social Policy Analysis
(ESPANET), Vienna, September 

Conference Highlights


